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The Vent de Voyage story �
14th July 2000   
Vent de Voyage is born – A unique workshop boutique opens in a small side street. One sewing machine, a sail making 
bench, some boat sails, some ropes, 5 bags and a deckchair for sale formed the « decor », and set the scene for a 
tantalising and unusual story. Curious customers were charmed and quickly spread the word of these unique products. 
 

February 2001   
The manufacture « live » onsite, the search for new styles of bags in dreamy materials, the location in a tourist town... the 
selling points soon interested the local press. With an article in the French decoration magazine Côté Ouest, interests 
quickly followed with many other magazines, expanded the scope of the company's influence. 
 

November 2002  
Vent de Voyage partnered Pascal Quintin's trimaran « Tri-sélectif » in the Route du Rhum (solo transatlantic sailing race). 
The sponsorship included Special Collection bags autographed by the skipper, inclusion in the crew street 
entertainment, an official store visit by the Minister of Ecology Tokia Saïfi. A television report from an environmental 
perspective on Télématin (French morning show) heralded the start of « the era of creative recycling ». 
 

March 2007  
Website upgrade with the introduction of direct purchasing using Skype. Supported again with a segment on Télématin 
covering the aspect of innovation on the web in 2009. 
 

2009   
A lot of « firsts » for the company – first retailer in La Rochelle France, first international fair in Tokyo (« Room Fashion  
Fair ») and first exhibition stand at the Paris Boat Show.  
Workshop moves above the shop and the work area is tripled. Little by little, ten or so retailers dotted around the french 
West coast would follow La Rochelle and every year an order by our Japanese importer would increase the distribution of 
Vent de Voyage bags. 
 

Since 2010 the team has established to 5 employees and monthly turnover is growing steadily. 
 

2013 and 2014  
Exhibiting at the Formex Fair in Stockholm resulted in adding 3 retailers in Sweden and Finland to our distribution list. 
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The creators of Vent de Voyage�
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The company 

Yann Le Nabour, sailor, collector of sails, works with 
ropes and leather :  
Born into a family of ship's managers in coastal trade in 
Perros-Guirec in Brittany, he was sailing from a very  
early age. A qualified sports teacher, after training for 
Olympic sailing, he decided to concentrate fully on 
offshore racing. Over a period of 20 years, he went 
round the world and sailed on every ocean with the 
greatest sailors (Eric Tabarly, Philippe Poupon, John 
Bertrand...). In his time, he has been a tugboat skipper in 
Gabon, and the director of a fishing boat shipyard… 
Today he is a lifeboat captain and continues to sail freely 
wherever the winds carry him.  
His passion for seamanship, learnt from a “master in 
knots” (Georges Commarmond), brings high-quality 
finishing touches and the authenticity of a sailor's 
workmanship to Vent de Voyage bags. 
 

Christine Defretin, creator of the brand, designer and 
manager :  
With a mother who taught fashion, she developped at 
early age a taste for quality work perfectly executed,  
and she knew that when it comes to design originality is 
essential. After gaining experience in the field of socio-
cultural activities and entertainment, followed by training 
in architecture in Paris, she met Yann Le Nabour and 
settled in Saint-Malo. She worked for some years in 
architects' studios then, in 2000, she decided to venture 
into the entrepreneurial world using the experience that 
she and Yann had gained in many fields.  
But they don't just choose any old material : it must  
be used sailcloth, a local ressource, varied and very 
inspiring ! The concept of a workshop-boutique in mind 
and Vent de Voyage (i.e. the wind of travel) was born. 
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Used sails to carbon shopping bags�
Throughout maritime history, sailors, who also sewed 
sails, have always made bags from the materials they 
had available.  
We have urbanised, feminised and thus modernised this 
tradition.  
 
Whether we are revisiting the classic sailor's bag or 
envisaging other designs and new uses, we have 
created our own style by observing and appropriating 
the techniques of the sailmaker and the rigger. 
 
From « the art of transforming boat sails » in 2000 to 
« Sailcloth fashion » in 2013, Vent de Voyage's 
commitment has always been the development of a 
creative spirit, a know-how and the art of living outside 
the influence of changing trends. 
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A workshop boutique�
This principle was a must because we wanted the visitor, 
wether a customer or just anyone who liked our 
products, to meet the craftsmen at work and be able to 
share with them their idea of what dreams are made of, 
or just an interest in beautiful manufactured items... and 
sometimes a little bit of the history of sails.  
 
Occasionally, suggestions or feedbacks from customers 
were the origin of new models. 
 
The boutique has become a place of exchange and 
discovery, open to other arts by way of temporary 
exhibitions and the hosting of various artists or other 
local craftsmen. 
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Service�
Made-to-measure design�
The possibility of creating a bag of your choice or of 
bringing your own sail to turn it into an object that is 
both useful and full of memories are features which are 
dear to us. 
This flexibility is possible thanks to the traditional 
structure of the manufacturing process and the 
symbiosis of a team set up by Yann and Christine. 
 
 

Direct sales�
Up till now, we have favoured direct sales and have not 
had a sales website because each item is unique.  
We prefer contact and human interaction.  
For this reason, since 2007, we have chosen to develop 
sales via Skype . Wherever they are, our customers can 
connect online with the boutique in Saint Malo and 
choose their bag amongst all of the designs in stock or 
give us their personalised order. 
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Our values�

. Careful, traditional quality craftsmanship  
Know-how that comes from sailing, design, fashion or leather goods 
 

. Attention to details 
Hand finishing 
 

. Creativity and uniqueness  
continually renewing and adapting to the materials collected 
 

. A product that lasts 
can be repaired or altered  
 

. An eco-friendly product 
We give a second lease of life to sails that have already been used, we use downgraded new fabrics 
(second-best fabrics that are not suitable for sailing) 
 

. Respect  
for primary materials used for their characteristics 
 

. The importance of relationships 
Exchange with and confidence in our partners 
 

The Loyalty of our customers and their pride when carrying our bags are our best reward. 
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Creativity and innovation�
The challenge of recycling is to adapt to the constantly 
renewed materials that we collect. From the sail of an 
Optimist dinghy to that of an ocean-racing multihull by 
way of the foresail of a tall ship, we find ideas that relate 
to making the best use we can of each sail. 
 
Since 2000, the first Mylar® sails became table mats or 
shower curtains and spinnakers were used to make 
« small bags for lots of things ». 
 
Over time, around thirty styles have seen the light of 
day. Cowhide, downgraded fabrics and canvasses, and 
awnings have joined with recycled sails as the inspiration 
for some original designs that are ever more intricate. 
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Craftsmanship�
Christine's capacity to design, coupled with Yann's 
knowledge of sailmaking and seamanship have enabled 
them to perfect the particular methods of their 
workshop. 
 
These special skills and their personality and sincerity  
are reflected in our designs, which often feature hand-
finished touches for the handles.  
Each item is unique, stamped with its own number and 
date of manufacture. 
 
Two young women trained in the manufacture of leather 
goods and fashion have joined the workshop, giving  
the company a new impetus and new production 
capabilities.  
 
The exchange of know-how enriches our new designs 
and continues the traditional craftsmanship.  
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Ability to react and adapt�
We design gifts and personalised items for businesses, 
wether for marketing purpose or convention use.  
We can also create exclusive designs to order. 
 
We are able to adapt and make a single item or a whole 
series. We have already produced a series of 800 
shopping bags for a convention. 
 
They have trusted us :  
- Olivier Roellinger (Brittany's celebrity chef) 
- Les Comptoirs de Saint-Malo shops 
- The Brittany Region 
- The Gitana Team (ocean racing stable) 
- La maison du beurre - J.Y. Bordier 
- Maisons Côté Ouest (French decoration magazine)... 
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The raw materials�
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Spinnaker� Dacron® new or recycled� Technical sailcloth�

Canvas� Kevlar®�

… /… 

Materials 

Mylar®, carbon and Kevlar®�
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The Vent de Voyage world�
Bags�
- An extensive range of styles 
- Made-to-measure and endless designs :  
you choose the pattern, the color of the sail, the 
handles, the finishing… 
 

Decoration items and accessories�
- Tablemats 
- Shower curtains 
- Key rings 
- Deck chairs… 
 

Corporate gifts�
- Exclusive personalised bags 
- Personalised gifts and creative items (with inclusion of 
your company logo) 
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Vent de Voyage in figures�
. 200 K € of turnover in 2013 
 

. + 5 % compared to 2012 
 

. +/- 2 500 bags sold every year 
 

. Workforce :    
- 1 manager 
- 2 seamstresses 
- 1 saleswoman in shop 
- 1 executive assistant 

 

. 3 fairs a year in average :  
- Paris Boat Show since 2009,  
- Cannes Yachting Festival since 2013,  
- Formex Fair in Stockholm since 2013,  
- Multihull Boat Show in 2010-2012,  
- Maisons Côté Ouest (decoration fair),  
- Sailing events (departures of offshore racing...) 
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Allotment of the turnover  
in 2013 

Shop in Saint-Malo�

Retailers in France�

Retailers export�

Fairs�

Special orders (events, decoration, miscellaneous)�
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Where can you find Vent de Voyage ?�
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. Our boutique-workshop in Saint-Malo established in 2000 

. In France : 12 shops (majority located on the West coast) distribute our products since 2009 

. In Switzerland : 1 retailer established in 2002 

. In Scandinavia : 2 retailers in Sweden and 1 in Finland established in 2013 

. In Japan : 1 importer established in 2010 
 
 

Boutique-workshop �
3 rue Saint-Thomas�
35400 Saint-Malo�
FRANCE�
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Talking about us in the media�
We have had many press references in the regional 
newspapers (Ouest-France, Le Télégramme), National 
and international papers :  
- Women's and decorating magazines : Côté Ouest, Elle, 
Esprit de femme, Le Figaro Madame, le Journal de la Maison, 
Campagne Décoration…  
- Nautical magazines : Voile magazine, Voile et Voiliers 
- TV broadcast : Thalassa, Télématin, News on TF1, TV Breizh 
- Tourism Magazines and guides on Saint-Malo : 
Carnet City, le Routard, Un grand Weekend à St Malo,  
Conde Nast Traveller, Haute Bretagne Privilege, De Morgen, 
Bon Voyage (Air France magazine on Paris-Tokyo airline), 
Bonzour Japon. 
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Extract from a 6 pages article in Voile Magazine, April 2007 

Extract from Esprit de Femme, 
August 2007 

Click on the link to watch the TV broadcast in Télématin 2009 

Bonzour Japon, September 2013 Maison Déco, May 2012 Maisons Coté Ouest, Summer 2012 
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http://www.ventdevoyage.com/page_entreprise_savoirfaire-fr.html
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Our contact details�

Vent de Voyage 
3 rue Saint-Thomas 
35400 Saint-Malo 
France 
 
Tel. : +33 (0)2.99.20.17.91 
Email : ventdevoyage@free.fr 
 
Site : www.ventdevoyage.com  
(no sales online)  
 
Designer and manager : 
Christine Defretin +33 (0)6.71.29.27.03 
vdv.christine@gmail.com 
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